University administrators must not fail to consider the increasingly sophisticated library technology when making administrative and budgetary decisions about college libraries. The declining traditional student enrollment combined with an expansion of continuing education means that the role of the central campus library must be reconsidered. The information explosion, the increased specialization, and the growth of user population have placed severe burdens on libraries. The introduction of new technology to libraries has met with problems and has been sometimes disappointing, and the long-range view of librarians tends to be that this new technology threatens their position. The systems and technologies most likely to have the greatest impact on libraries in the future are computers, microreproduction (microfiche, microforms), broad band communication (coaxial cables, microwave, satellites, and lasers), video reproducers, and books and graphic devices. (WH)
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With respect to libraries, there are several areas in which most college presidents agree: A) It requires time and money to improve services; B) An answer must be found to the cost and physical expense of library buildings; C) The retrieval efficiency of the conventional library must be improved; D) The inflationary cost rises presently reflected within the library must not bear a growth ratio within the total cost of college operations greater than the rising cost of other essential services within the institution; and E) It is quite possible for a college president to take the view that the library of his institution has become too important to be left to the librarians alone.

An explanation of the last remark lies in the changing nature of our institutions and their administration. A major emphasis for many institutions is a deep concern for maintenance of enrollment. The competition among public and private sister institutions for the "traditional" entering freshman grows fiercer. The declining birth rate seems to indicate that this source for most schools will shrink, at least in the immediate future. The one trend which heartens most administrators is the growing emphasis in continuing education. It has produced a new college market for adults and a series of alternatives to traditional education. The thrust of both of these directions is to turn much of education and many of the students away from the local central campus. The information contained in the college campus library must eventually be able to reach these students easily. This requires techniques and technologies more sophisticated than that
AVAILABLE AT MOST LIBRARIES.

MODERN CAMPUSES MIRROR THE TRANSITIONS OCCURING EVERYWHERE. A HOST OF SOCIAL, ECONOMIC, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL FACTORS ARE REMOLDING OUR SOCIETY AND, ALONG WITH IT, THE NATURE OF MODERN EDUCATION. DR. ANDREW R. MOLNAR OF THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION, DESCRIBING THE INFORMATION EXPLOSION THE WORLD IS UNDERGOING, NOTES "90% OF ALL THE SCHOLARS WHO HAVE EVER CONTRIBUTED TO THE BODY OF SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE ARE ALIVE TODAY. HE GOES ON TO SAY:

"INFORMATION IS INCREASING EXPONENTIALLY & CAN BE EXPECTED TO DOUBLE IN THE NEXT 12 YEARS. IF A GIVEN DISCIPLINE OR SPECIALIZATION COULD BE ASSUMED TO CONTAIN ONE ONE-THOUSANDTH OF ALL KNOWLEDGE, AND IF A SCIENTIST WERE TO READ AT THE RATE OF 3,000 CHARACTERS PER MINUTE (ABOUT THE RATE AT WHICH WE READ A NOVEL), AND IF HE WERE TO READ 13 HOURS A DAY FOR 365 DAYS PER YEAR, IT WOULD TAKE HIM 12 YEARS TO READ EVERYTHING IN HIS SPECIALTY. AT THE END OF THIS TIME, HE WOULD FIND THAT HE WAS 12 YEARS BEHIND IN HIS READING AND THAT THE VOLUME OF NEW MATERIALS HAD DOUBLED. SIXTY YEARS AGO, A SCIENTIST WOULD BE REQUIRED TO READ 25 MINUTES PER DAY. TWELVE YEARS FROM NOW HE WILL HAVE TO READ CONTINUOUSLY, DAY AND NIGHT, EVERY DAY OF THE YEAR."
HOPEFULLY, THIS CONFERENCE, FOCUSING AS IT DOES ON THE TASK OF COLLEGE LIBRARIES IN THE SEVENTIES, MAY ASSIST IN RESOLVING THE PROBLEMS OF EFFECTING A TRANSITION BETWEEN WHAT IS AVAILABLE NOW AND WHAT IS HOPED FOR IN THE FUTURE. AS WHAT IS NOW AND PROBABLY WILL BE IN THE FUTURE, A SUMMARY STATEMENT OF THE NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMISSION ON LIBRARIES\textsuperscript{2} GIVES AN APT BEGINNING:

"THE PURPOSE AND GENERAL CHARACTER OF LIBRARY SERVICES HAVE NOT CHANGED GREATLY OVER THE PAST FORTY YEARS. WHAT HAS CHANGED FOR MOST LIBRARIES ARE THE RANGE AND VOLUME OF DEMAND AND USE. THE RAPID AND PERVERSIVE GROWTH OF SPECIALIZATION OF NEW SUBJECT MATTERS, TOGETHER WITH AN INCREASINGLY LARGE AND LITERATE USER POPULATION, HAS PLACED SEVERE BURDENS ON LIBRARIES OF ALL KINDS...

IF THE LIBRARIES ARE TO DO MORE THAN KEEP PACE - I.E., TO PROVIDE BETTER AND BROADER SERVICES THAN THEY NOW DO - IT WILL BE NECESSARY TO THINK IN TERMS OF MORE INTERDEPENDENT MODES OF OPERATION. IT WILL ALSO BE NECESSARY TO TAKE BETTER ADVANTAGE OF THE DEVELOPING TECHNOLOGY."

IN AN 1945 ARTICLE IN THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY, DR. VANNEVAR BUSH WROTE: "THE SUMMATION OF HUMAN EXPERIENCE IS BEING EXPANDED AT A PRODIGIOUS RATE AND THE MEANS WE USE FOR THREADING THROUGH THE CONSEQUENT MAZE TO THE MOMENTARILY IMPORTANT ITEM IS THE SAME AS WAS USED IN THE DAYS OF THE SQUARE-RIGGED SHIPS."

SINCE THAT STATEMENT, THE EXPANDED RANGE OF AVAILABLE
COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY CAN BE DEMONSTRATED BY EVEN A PARTIAL LISTING OF COMMUNICATION (LIBRARY APPLICABLE) TECHNOLOGIES, INCLUDING:

A) MULTIPLEX RADIO; HIGH SPEED FACSIMILE; LASER; SATELLITE TRANSMISSION, MICROWAVES

B) LP DISC AND PAPER RECORDS; VIDEO AND AUDIO RECORDERS, DISCS AND PLAYBACKS

C) TELEVISION, COLOR TELEVISION; INTERACTIVE CABLE TELEVISION; CASSETTE TELEVISION

D) COMPUTERS AND DATA PROCESSING; MINI-COMPUTERS AND MINI-PERIPHERALS.

WE COME THEN, NOT SURPRISINGLY, TO THE APPLICATION OF TECHNOLOGY AS IT RELATES TO THE LIBRARY; A PROCESS STILL IN ITS INFANCY. RELATIVELY FEW LIBRARIES REALLY USE THE SOPHISTICATED TECHNOLOGIES IN ANY MAJOR FASHION. THIS IS BOTH UNDERSTANDABLE AND NOT TOO DISTURBING. JUST AS IT HAS TAKEN THE AEROSPACE INDUSTRY FROM 1903 TO 1973 TO MOVE FROM KITTY HAWK TO A PROBE OF MARS, IT IS LIKELY WE WILL SEE (IN SOME SHORTER SPAN THAN THAT SEVENTY YEARS) LIBRARY TECHNOLOGY HAVING THE IMPACT AND CAPABILITIES THAT ITS MOST ENTHUSIASTIC PROONENTS ADVOCATE FOR IT. AT THIS MOMENT, THOUGH, THE TECHNOLOGIES WE HAVE ON-LINE IN MOST LIBRARY FACILITIES, WHILE VARIED, ARE BASICALLY PRIMITIVE.
Administrators see their library facilities in terms of its actual capacity to serve the constituency of their institutions and from this vantage point proceed to assess priorities with respect to the economics of the library operation. In critical budget times, answers to the urgent fiscal problems confronting administrators and trustees are not likely to come from the presently available hardware and systems conveniently described as "library technology". In the present state of the art, it is premature to anticipate technology as the means of reducing the relentlessly rising costs of library services. Yet, increasing potentials for relief by way of technology are on the horizon. To quote James Koerner of The Sloan Foundation, "History suggests that new technologies are often overrated in the short run, but vindicate their prophets in the long term."

College presidents have obvious concerns as they ponder decisions to be made with respect to their recommendations for funding library projects relating to technology. They have learned painful lessons with similar causes. The failures of the past, easily identifiable, are quite parallel to the rationale for lack of success to date with educational technology and are worth recapitulating:

1. The equipment or hardware used has often fallen short of claims made for it. The more complex and advanced the hardware systems, the more serious the problems of reliability,
Since administrators interact with the professional librarians, it is helpful to suggest rationales as to why working librarians tend to resist technology:

1. The basic conservatism of the library establishment;
2. Fear of the effects of library technology on the professional librarian’s role and responsibilities;
3. The ineptitude and insensitivity of the equipment manufacturers;
4. The insensitivity and ineptitude of administrators; and
5. A minimal or non-existent involvement of professional librarians at the various steps of the process of introduction of technology.

Another major cause for resistance of the librarian professional lies in the apprehension engendered by an increasingly sophisticated library technology. Librarians are hesitant to acquire new responsibilities which they may not be professionally equipped to handle. They fear that technology may be library replacers instead of library extenders. They are concerned that they may lose what they regard as “the essence of professional being”; and that they will face competition from an inhuman, unpaid adversary. Technology within the library brings to many librarians a vision of invasion of their authority, a loss of autonomy, degradation of their professional privacy and an ultimate separation from the library user. Their interpretations are those consistent
WITH VIEWS OF A DOWN-GRADED POSITION, WITH LOSS OF PRESTIGE, AUTONOMY, RECOGNITIONS AND REDUCED REWARDS.

THE CONVERSE OF THE REASONS WE LEARN FROM OUR FAILURES ARE GUIDES TO A FORMULA FOR SUCCESS IN LIBRARY TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS. Thus, as essentials we can state:

1. A recognized and generally agreed upon need must exist.
2. Objectives to be achieved must be stipulated and must guide the projects.
3. An organizational structure must exist which makes success possible, or at least does not in advance assure failure.
4. Leadership must be exerted at the right level of authority, responsibility and control.
5. Librarians must participate in their support of the project.
6. Rationality and available economics must determine the use of the techniques selected.

In the 1966 Annual Report of the Librarians of Princeton University Talks, a new view of the libraries and information centers was presented. It is suggested that it may be useful to set aside the concept of a library as a collection of books. Instead, think of it as one part of the business of information transfer, as one segment of the conveyor belt which moves the product of intellectual activity, whether for a poem or the specifications for a housing project, from the mind of the creator to the mind of the receiver.
WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF THE CONSTRAINTS ALREADY REFERRED TO, SOME ADMINISTRATORS REALLY BELIEVE THAT THIS DECADE WILL BRING SUBSTANTIATIVE ADVANCES WITHIN DOMAINS OF TECHNOLOGY APPLIED TO LIBRARIES. THE SYSTEMS MOST LIKELY TO HAVE THE GREATEST IMPACT ARE:

I. **Computers:** The great strength within this technology lie in its capabilities to process vast amounts of information. Increased availability of large scale time-sharing and dedicated mini-computers may make available greater ranges of access to information.

II. **Miniaturization:** Microfiche technology now allows substantial amounts of information to be placed on transparent material. It can then be used by anyone seeking information at their convenience, either through enlargement on a reading machine or reproduction onto paper. Other microforms are now used increasingly. It seems logical to expect even larger microform collections. The introduction of direct information transfer between computers and various microforms and, increasingly sophisticated ultra-microform technology is not too
FAR IN THE FUTURE, IT SEEMS LOGICAL THAT AS COSTS OF MICROFILM CONTINUE TO LOWER AND QUALITY INCREASE, ELECTRONIC ACCESS OF SUCH MICROFORMS WILL COME INTO INCREASED POPULARITY.

III. **BROAD BAND COMMUNICATION:**

These are systems capable of transferring very large numbers of visual or audio electronic signals to allow any kind of educational intermissions to audiences at almost any distance. Coaxial cables, microwave, satellites and lasers give a capability to structure large numbers of telecommunications networks, with almost unlimited capability. These networks can bind public and private institutions together to send information directly into homes or offices.

IV. **VIDEO REPRODUCERS:**

The capacity to store in compact form motion pictures on tape decks or on films for replay at the convenience of the user, when coupled with broad band technology, offers promise of combining video and computer technology to give virtually unlimited systems for transferring motion pictures on digital data.
WE CAN, THROUGH THIS COMBINATION, SEND TO NEW AUDIENCES ANY AMOUNT OF INFORMAL PROGRAMMING WITH ILLUSTRATIONS AND SOUND. FURTHER, VIDEO TAPES DO NOT EVEN REQUIRE A TRANSMISSION SYSTEM. THEY NEED ONLY ACCESS TO A PLAYBACK.

V. **Books & Graphic Devices:**

THE AVAILABILITY OF INEXPENSIVE COPYING DEVICES AND THE BREAKTHROUGHS IN GRAPHIC TECHNIQUES ARE REFLECTED IN THE USE OF ONE OF THE EARLIEST MAJOR VISUAL ARTS, THE BOOK. SIMILARLY, IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF PHOTO-COMPOSITION, THE COMPUTER MAY WELL PROVIDE THE LIBRARIES WITH SEVERAL OPTIONS NOT FEASIBLE IN THE PAST. A RETURN TO BOOKS FROM CATALOGUES IS ONE EXAMPLE THAT COMES TO MIND. SECTIONS OF PRINTED MATERIALS MAY ALSO BECOME AVAILABLE THROUGH ELECTRONIC MEANS.

IT IS IMPORTANT TO DIFFERENTIATE BETWEEN TRENDS AND MOST LIKELY REALITY. IN THE NEXT FIVE YEARS FROM THE VIEWPOINT OF THE PRESIDENTIAL CHAIR, PRINTED MATERIALS WILL REMAIN AS THE PRIMARY CARRIERS. PROFESSIONAL LIBRARIANS WILL CONTINUE TO BE THE MAJOR CATALOGUERS AND HANDLERS OF INFORMATION STORED WITHIN
LIBRARIES, although they will be aided in many instances by the systems just described. Use of all of the sophisticated technological systems will undoubtedly increase. Administrators must be wary, however, that their priorities are the correct ones and that they help allocate to the professional librarians continued funds to be spent for the art of the technologically possible.